Patient-specific analysis of the volume of tissue activated during deep brain stimulation
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Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an established therapy for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Obeso et al., 2001), essential tremor (Benabid et al., 1996), and dystonia (Vidalhiet et al., 2005). It has also been used to treat various other neurological conditions including depression (Mayberg et al., 2005), obsessive–compulsive disorder (Gabriels et al., 2003) and epilepsy (Hodaie et al., 2002). Despite the general effectiveness of DBS, its clinical applications have preceded scientific understanding of its mechanism(s) of action (McIntyre et al., 2004a). In addition, a wide range of factors can influence the clinical response to DBS including the disease state of the patient, anatomical target selected for stimulation, location of the electrode within the target, electrode geometry, and selection of the stimulation parameters (contact, voltage, pulse width, and frequency). Progress in understanding the effects of DBS has been limited by the inability to quantitatively characterize the volume of tissue activated (VTA) during therapeutic and non-therapeutic stimulation. To address this limitation, we developed a methodology to evaluate the VTA on a patient-specific basis, with the goal of developing direct comparisons between the VTA, its overlap with specific brain regions, and the behavioral outcomes of DBS.

Despite the clinical success of deep brain stimulation (DBS) for the treatment of movement disorders, many questions remain about its effects on the nervous system. This study presents a methodology to predict the volume of tissue activated (VTA) by DBS on a patient-specific basis. Our goals were to identify the intersection between the VTA and surrounding anatomical structures and to compare activation of these structures with clinical outcomes. The model system consisted of three fundamental components: (1) a 3D anatomical model of the subcortical nuclei and DBS electrode position in the brain, each derived from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); (2) a finite element model of the DBS electrode and electric field transmitted to the brain, with tissue conductivity properties derived from diffusion tensor MRI; (3) VTA prediction derived from the response of myelinated axons to the applied electric field, which is a function of the stimulation parameters (contact, impedance, voltage, pulse width, frequency). We used this model system to analyze the effects of subthalamic nucleus (STN) DBS in a patient with Parkinson’s disease. Quantitative measurements of bradykinesia, rigidity, and corticospinal tract (CST) motor thresholds were evaluated over a range of stimulation parameter settings. Our model predictions showed good agreement with CST thresholds. Additionally, stimulation through electrode contacts that improved bradykinesia and rigidity generated VTAs that overlapped the zona incerta/fields of Forel (ZI/H2). Application of DBS technology to various neurological disorders has preceded scientific characterization of the volume of tissue directly affected by the stimulation. Synergistic integration of clinical analysis, neuroimaging, neuroanatomy, and neurostimulation modeling provides an opportunity to address wide ranging questions on the factors linked with the therapeutic benefits and side effects of DBS.
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which specific anatomical structures may be responsible for therapeutic effects or side effects when stimulated. Converging theoretical (Miočinović et al., 2006b) and experimental (Hashimoto et al., 2003) results suggest that therapeutic STN DBS generates an excitatory effect on axons surrounding the electrode. While correlations between axonal activation and the therapeutic mechanisms of DBS remain controversial, one leading hypothesis is that high frequency stimulation overrides the underlying pathological neural activity patterns (Montgomery and Baker, 2000; McIntyre et al., 2004a). The fundamental goal of this project was to develop and test a methodology that would enable the prediction and visualization of the volume of axonal tissue activated during DBS on a patient-specific basis.

This study presents a patient-specific model of STN DBS for PD and the VTAs generated by a range of stimulation parameter settings. The overlap of the VTAs with local anatomical structures was quantified and compared with various clinical measurements. The patient-specific model consisted of anatomical, electrical, and biophysical representations of DBS. The anatomical model was a 3D brain atlas (Schaltenbrand and Wahren, 1977) that was warped to the patient MRI using a non-linear warping algorithm (Christensen et al., 1996, 1997). The electrical and biophysical models relied on finite element models (FEM) of the electric field generated by DBS and theoretical predictions of the neural response to extracellular stimulation (McIntyre et al., 2004c; Butson and McIntyre, 2005, 2006; Butson et al., 2006c). In parallel with the model simulations, we collected clinical data from a research subject using two different protocols. The first used EMG recordings to quantify stimulation spread to the corticospinal tract (CST); the second examined the effects of stimulation on bradykinesia and rigidity. In both experiments, we compared the stimulation effects with activation of specific anatomical sub-volumes. These results provide a new level of detail in predicting the effects of DBS and comparing them with patient outcomes.

Materials and methods

We developed a computational system that integrates MRI-based patient-specific anatomy and FEMs of DBS that incorporate DTI-based tissue anisotropy into a single platform for simulation and visualization. The model system predicts the VTAs during DBS and these predictions can be compared with clinical measurements. In this study, we analyzed STN DBS for PD and evaluated the effects of stimulation on rigidity, bradykinesia and activation of the CST.

Image coregistration and brain atlas warping

Three MRI data sets were used to construct the patient-specific DBS model. First, a pre-operative magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) image with 256 mm × 256 mm field of view and 1 mm³ isotropic voxels was acquired on a Siemens 1.5 T Magnetom Vision scanner. This image was used to warp a 3D brain atlas to the patient anatomy using software from Surgical Navigation Technologies (SNT) (Medtronic Inc., Boulder, CO). The 3D brain atlas used in the SNT software was originally produced by resampling a high-resolution volumetric spoiled gradient echo MRI to achieve 0.42 × 0.42 mm isotropic voxels. Outlines of the thalamus, caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, and nucleus accumbens were traced by hand on all three planes, and the outlines were smoothed to fit the boundaries of these structures as defined by changes in MR signal intensity. The 3D surface representing the thalamus was then imported into the graphical modeling program Rhinoceros (McNeal and Associates, Seattle, WA). Serial slices corresponding to stained histological sections from the Schaltenbrand and Wahren (1977) atlas were overlaid and scaled to match 3D thalamic surface for each slice. Outlines of the thalamic sub-nuclei and the STN were created in each plane. These outlines were lofted to create a 3-D representation of the STN and thalamic sub-nuclei within the context of the 3D brain atlas. Forty landmarks were chosen on both the patient MRI and the 3D brain atlas MRI to serve as a starting point for the deformation. The patient MRI was then deformed to fit the 3D brain atlas MRI using a 3D non-linear warping algorithm (Christensen et al., 1996, 1997). A vector field describing the resulting deformation was applied to the 3D brain atlas surfaces, appropriately positioning them within the context of the patient MRI. The resulting deformed 3D surfaces were then used to represent the thalamus and STN in our patient-specific model of DBS (Fig. 1).

A second MPRAGE MRI was acquired post-operatively on a Siemens 1.5 T Allegro scanner for DBS electrode localization. The acquisition sequence used in the post-operative MRI was designed to control for heating in accordance with safety studies conducted at the Cleveland Clinic (Baker et al., 2004). Detailed localization of the electrode lead and four contacts was performed by isosurfacing the halo around the electrode shaft in the post-operative MRI. At successively lower isosurfaces, the isosurface converged onto the four electrode contacts (Fig. 1B). The position of the stimulating electrode in this patient was just medial to the STN, as defined by the 3D brain atlas. While the surgical goal is placement within the STN, the estimated electrode location in this patient-specific model is within the inherent error of the stereotactic neurosurgical procedure (Maciunas et al., 1994) and the brain atlas warping (Christensen et al., 1997; Nowinski et al., 2006).

The pre- and post-operative MPRAGE MRI volumes were co-registered with a diffusion tensor MRI (DTI) atlas brain (Wakana et al., 2004). The DTI atlas was acquired using single shot echo planar imaging sequence with an isotropic voxel size of 2.2 mm and b value of 700 mm²/s. Analyze 6.0 (AnalyzeDirect, Lenexa, KS, USA) was used to co-register the pre- and post-operative MPRAGE volumes to a MPRAGE image of the DTI volume (acquired in parallel with the DTI acquisition for anatomic guidance) (Wakana et al., 2004). In all cases, the ITK 3D-registration function in Analyze was used, followed by a manual adjustment to precisely match the positions of the anterior and posterior commissures. The ITK algorithm uses a gradient descent optimizer with the Viola–Wells mutual information metric (Viola and Wells, 1997). This method provided accurate co-registration as indicated by the closely aligned overlap of the STN surfaces from the individual SNT 3D brain atlas warps of the pre-operative, post-operative and DTI MPRAGE volumes.

The fundamental purpose of the DTI data in our model was to define the 3D tissue electrical properties that surround the DBS electrode. The work of Tuch et al. (2001) defined relationships between diffusivity and conductivity within the brain. These concepts have subsequently been used in both forward and inverse analysis problems of electric fields within the human brain (Haueisen et al., 2002; McIntyre et al., 2004c). We converted the
diffusion tensor atlas brain into a conductivity tensor brain using a simple linear transform of each voxel (Haueisen et al., 2002):

\[ \sigma = \left( \sigma_e / d_e \right) D; \]

where \( \sigma \) is the conductivity tensor, \( \sigma_e \) is the effective extracellular conductivity, \( D \) is the diffusion tensor and \( d_e \) is the effective extracellular diffusivity.

**Bioelectric field model**

We used the MRI data to construct a FEM of DBS with several important attributes. First, we used a variable-resolution meshing algorithm to adapt the mesh density to the gradient of the electric field, thereby maximizing the solution accuracy and minimizing the number of nodes in the mesh. The mesh was created using COMSOL 3.1 (Comsol, Inc, Burlington, MA). Second, we coupled the finite element mesh to the DBS electrode so that it could be moved to any position within the patient brain without repeating the time-consuming step of recreating the mesh. Third, we dynamically interpolated the DTI-based conductivity tensors onto the mesh such that the 3D conductivities were represented within the tetrahedral mesh elements.

The active electrode contact was used as a voltage boundary condition for monopolar stimulation, while the outer surface of the brain was grounded. Once the conductivities and boundary conditions were specified, the forward field problem was solved using the Poisson equation with a Fourier FEM solver (Butson and McIntyre, 2005) to determine the time- and space-dependent voltage within the brain volume. The Fourier FEM solver incorporated the DTI-based tissue conductivities and the reactive components of the electrode-tissue interface into a single system of equations.

We have previously shown that high resistance tissue encapsulation surrounding the electrode lead can modulate VTA size by up to 50% (Butson et al., 2006a). To accurately account for the encapsulation layer, impedance measurements were taken from the Medtronic N’Vision programming device using the impedance review function, which conducts measurements during stimulation at 210 \( \mu \)s, 30 Hz, \(-1.5\) V. To account for the impedance measurements in our study participant, all VTAs in the results were calculated from a model with a 500 \( \mu \)m thick encapsulation layer with conductivity 0.07 S/m (Butson et al., 2006a).

**VTA prediction**

The VTA for any given electrode location in the brain and stimulation parameter setting was determined from the voltage solution of the FEM with a series of post-processing steps. Detailed methodology for VTA prediction can be found in our previous publications (McIntyre et al., 2004c; Butson and McIntyre, 2005, 2006; Butson et al., 2006a). The patient-specific DBS model simulations were performed on an 8 processor SGI Prism (Silicon
Develop quantitative relationships that describe the threshold cable models of myelinated axons to the applied electric field. Thousands of simulations of the response of multi-compartment extracellular potential distribution along a given neural process. The stimulation parameter settings (voltage, pulse width, frequency, and electrode contact). The neural response to extracellular stimulation is related to the second spatial derivative of the extracellular potential distribution along a given neural process (\(\frac{\partial^2 V_e}{\partial x^2}\)) (McNeal, 1976; Rattay, 1986). Therefore, we performed thousands of simulations of the response of multi-compartment cable models of myelinated axons to the applied electric field generated by DBS electrodes. These simulations were used to develop quantitative relationships that describe the threshold \(\frac{\partial^2 V_e}{\partial x^2}\) for axonal activation as a function of distance from the electrode (Butson and McIntyre, 2006). In turn, we calculated the \(\frac{\partial^2 V_e}{\partial x^2}\) within the context of our patient-specific DBS FEM, and subsequently defined 3D surfaces that encompass the volume where \(\frac{\partial^2 V_e}{\partial x^2}\) was suprathreshold for axonal activation for the given stimulation parameters.

Clinical evaluation

A 50 year old male PD patient (>10 year disease duration) with primary symptoms of freezing, rigidity, and bradykinesia underwent implantation of bilateral Medtronic 3387 DBS electrodes and Soletra pulse generators in August, 2003. Our clinical experiments were conducted approximately 1 year post-surgery. The Cleveland Clinic institutional review board approval and informed consent were obtained before patient evaluations. Data are reported for the left DBS electrode (measurements and recordings were made on the right arm and leg). The patient was evaluated in two clinical protocols. Each experiment was conducted in a single morning on separate days with the patient in the medication off state (last dose of medication taken at 9 pm the previous evening).

In the first experimental protocol, differential electromyogram (EMG) recordings were made from electrode pairs placed over the biceps, triceps, flexor carpi ulnaris, extensor carpi radialis, quadriceps, tibialis anterior, and lateral gastrocnemius. Threshold responses were treated on models that assume a homogenous and isotropic bulk tissue medium (McIntyre et al., 2004b; Butson and McIntyre, 2005, 2006; Hemm et al., 2005; Wei and Grill, 2005; Astrom et al., 2006; Butson et al., 2006a). However, the STN is surrounded by a heterogeneous and anisotropic environment that distorts the shape of the DBS electric field and subsequent neural response to stimulation (Butson et al., 2004; McIntyre et al., 2004c; Sotiropoulos and Steinmetz, 2004). We compared the size and shape of the VTAs generated in our patient-specific model of STN DBS with various representations of the surrounding tissue medium. Fig. 2 shows example VTAs generated with either an...
that regardless of tissue medium representation, the VTA volume was modulated by voltage and pulse width. However, the shape of the VTAs created with DTI-based tissue conductivities was often distorted compared to their spherical counterparts created with the isotropic tissue conductivity. The geometric asymmetries of the DTI-based VTAs often resulted in differential activation spread into the local anatomical structures (Fig. 2).

Corticospinal tract thresholds

CST threshold voltages were modulated by the active electrode contact and stimulation parameters. A univariate ANOVA yielded significant CST threshold voltage effects for muscle group (arm versus leg, $F=11.68, p<0.001$), electrode contact ($F=6.95, p<0.001$), and stimulation pulse width ($F=53.16, p<0.001$). Arm thresholds were usually lower than leg thresholds, and longer pulse widths had lower thresholds than shorter pulse widths. Further, we found good agreement between the clinically measured CST thresholds and the model predicted stimulation spread into the IC when we used DTI-based tissue conductivities (Figs. 3B, C). Lastly, we found that mean peak EMG values were correlated with activation of the IC (example shown in Fig. 3D) as measured by the average VTA volume in the IC relative to the stimulation threshold voltage (Fig. 3E, Spearman coefficient $0.71, p<0.01$).

Stimulation spread into anatomical structures

Following verification that our model could accurately capture clinically identified spread of stimulation into the IC, we turned our attention to the anatomical structures activated with therapeutic stimulation parameter settings. We quantified the degree of bradykinesia and rigidity as a function of the active electrode contact and stimulus voltage (Figs. 4A, B). As the stimulus amplitude increased, VTAs generated from the various contacts spread into the STN, ZI/H2, and thalamus (Figs. 4C, D). Stimulation parameters that showed improvement in both bradykinesia and rigidity were centered around $-2\,\text{V}$ through either contact 1 or 2. When comparing those two VTAs (contact 1 at $-2\,\text{V}$ or contact 2 at $-2\,\text{V}$) the common volume resided in ZI/H2. We also found a significant linear regression for rigidity as a function of voltage ($F=6.60, p<0.001$) with significant coefficients for stimulation spread into thalamus ($p<0.001$), and ZI/H2 ($p<0.02$), but not STN ($p>0.84$). While contact 0 was adjacent to the STN, it was also close to the substantia nigra and oculomotor nerve. In turn, the lack of improvement in motor symptoms and the presence of stimulation induced side effects made this contact ineffective from a clinical perspective.

Discussion

The fundamental goal of this study was to integrate neuroimaging, neuroanatomy, neurostimulation modeling, and clinical analysis to improve our understanding of the effects of DBS on the nervous system. Substantial clinical effort has been invested in determining optimal stimulation parameters for STN DBS for PD (Limousin et al., 1998; Rizzone et al., 2001; Moro et al., 2002; Volkmann et al., 2006). These studies provide general guidelines on the selection of stimulation parameters, as well as clinical algorithms for programming DBS devices.
Imaging studies have developed correlations between stimulation parameters and markers of brain activity (Hershey et al., 2003; Haslinger et al., 2005; Phillips et al., 2006; Trost et al., 2006), and identified the location of therapeutic DBS electrode contacts (Saint-Cyr et al., 2002; Voges and Vea, 2002; Herzog et al., 2004; Zonenshayn et al., 2004; Kitagawa et al., 2005; Nowinski et al., 2006).
Modeling studies have characterized the theoretical effects of DBS electric fields on the underlying neural tissue (McIntyre et al., 2004b; Miocinovic et al., 2006b). However, individual analysis of modeling, imaging, or physiological measures alone does not provide sufficient insight or explain the variability of the effects of DBS on a per-patient basis. In turn, we developed a novel computational system that enables integration of multiple data types for the creation of patient-specific models of DBS.

Defining the effects of DBS on neural activity remains an area of active research around the world. Our goal in this study was to apply our previously developed techniques of VTA prediction as a marker for stimulation spread within the anatomy of the patient. It should be noted that our predictions of axonal activation are based on theoretical analysis, and have not been explicitly validated experimentally. However, we attempted to provide a gross level of model validation by comparing our model predictions to clinical measures of CST activation (Fig. 3). The CST is a major fiber pathway within the internal capsule, which defines the lateral border of the STN. Consequently, motor evoked responses from activation of the CST can be elicited with relatively low thresholds during STN DBS. Clinically, CST activation is an unwanted side-effect of the stimulation. However, the generation of muscle contractions via stimulation of the CST represents a direct link between STN DBS, known neural substrates, and clinically measurable behaviors. Our model system predicted stimulation spread into the IC; but we did not attempt to explicitly define the CST within the IC. In turn, our model predicted IC thresholds should be lower than the clinically measured CST thresholds because of the more general definition

![Clinical measures and stimulation spread. We observed effects of activation on (A) rigidity (lower scores indicate therapeutic improvement) and (B) bradykinesia (higher scores indicate therapeutic improvement). Parts A and B share a legend. For both rigidity and bradykinesia, the clinical outcome was dependent on the stimulation voltage and the electrode contact. Rigidity improved roughly monotonically with voltage, while bradykinesia showed optimal improvement at a distinct voltage which was dependent on the electrode contact, with worsening effects beyond the optimal voltage. (C, D) VTA volume within STN, thalamus, and Z/H2 for contact 1 and contact 2 as a function of the stimulus voltage. Also shown are example VTAs at −2 V and −4 V.](667)
of the anatomical entity stimulated in the model. Indeed, the model and experimental threshold measurements were very close at each electrode contact and pulse width, with the model slightly underestimating the experimental data. In turn, we believe that our DBS model system can accurately account for the various factors that influence the VTA (electrode location and stimulation parameters).

Following characterization of CST activation, we turned our attention to the effects of DBS on bradykinesia and rigidity. Rigidity usually responds within seconds to STN stimulation and can be reliably examined even if patient cooperation is poor (Volkmann et al., 2006). In contrast, bradykinesia in PD may respond with a variable time delay to effective STN DBS, and its severity may be influenced by confounding factors such as fatigue, patient comfort, or training. Bradykinesia can be subdivided into two main categories. First is generalized bradykinesia, which is comprised of generalized slowness and paucity of spontaneous movements. The second category is impairment in performance of cyclical rapid alternative movements (such as finger tapping) which can be impaired via either decreased frequency, decreased amplitude, or both. One of the problems with measuring frequency and amplitude of rapid alternating movements is that the patient makes a tradeoff between the two. While analyzing the finger-tapping data, we looked at the frequency and magnitude of the peaks in the power spectral density recordings and found the latter to vary robustly with stimulator settings. This is also compelling because to some extent, the height of the peak can be a proxy for frequency changes. For example, if tapping frequency is irregular due to hesitations, drifts, or fatigue then the height of the peak is reduced because some of the power has shifted to other frequencies. The inverted U-shaped result for bradykinesia for contacts 0, 1, and 2 with a peak at −2 V (Fig. 4B) is intriguing, and we have observed a similar effect in other patients. One possible explanation for this effect is that the increase in voltage causes activation of different anatomical structures with opposite effects on bradykinesia. This hypothesis is supported by our data showing differential activation of surrounding structures (Figs. 4C, D).

Integrated analysis of neuroimaging, neuroanatomy, neurostimulation, and behavioral data has the potential to shed new light on many scientific and clinical questions related to DBS. However, it should be noted that there are several possible sources of variability in our modeling approach for VTA prediction. First, the co-registration of multiple images and atlas representations of the patient creates spatial variability that cannot be ignored. We attempted to minimize co-registration error by using easily identifiable landmarks such as the anterior and posterior commissures (for MRI/DTI volumes) and widely accepted co-registration algorithms (ITK 3D registration in Analyze). Second, due to signal-to-noise considerations, the DTI brain atlas used in this study was acquired with relatively large voxel sizes (Wakana et al., 2004). In turn, our electric field model only provides a gross estimate of the local 3D tissue conductivities surrounding the DBS electrode. However, we believe this is a substantial improvement over traditional techniques that assume a homogeneous isotropic bulk tissue medium (Fig. 2). Third, the VTA prediction functions are based on the activation of straight, relatively large diameter (5.7 μm) myelinated axons (McIntyre et al., 2002; Butson and McIntyre, 2006), and may not be representative of the response of other neuron types surrounding the electrode (local projection neurons, local interneurons, afferent inputs, etc.). Given that myelinated axons are considered the most excitable neuron type to extracellular electrical stimulation (Ranck, 1975), our VTA predictions should be considered a worst case scenario in terms of stimulation spread. It should also be noted that we are actively pursuing research studies that link our model predictions with electrophysiological recordings in non-human primates (Miocinovic et al., 2006b). We believe that the synergistic evolution of our modeling technology in both humans and monkeys will allow for continuous improvement in the accuracy and validity of our stimulation predictions.

While our patient-specific model system suffers from a number of limitations, the comparisons with our clinical measurements are consistent with previous studies on location of therapeutically effective electrode contacts (Saint-Cyr et al., 2002; Voges and Vea, 2002; Herzog et al., 2004; Zonenshayn et al., 2004; Kitagawa et al., 2005; Nowinski et al., 2005; Plaha et al., 2006). The results of this study, though limited to a single patient, suggest that the therapeutic volume of tissue to activate is centered on ZI/H2 (Fig. 4). However, the DBS electrode in our research subject was slightly medial to the STN. To better define the therapeutic target VTA, our next goal is to use the methodology presented in this study to develop voxel-based, probabilistic maps of VTAs and their corresponding behavioral outcomes from a large cohort of patients. This concept was pioneered by Nowinski et al. (2005) who developed probabilistic maps of the location of therapeutic STN DBS electrode contacts. We believe integration of stimulation spread into these probabilistic maps will find utility in the surgical targeting for electrode implantation (Miocinovic et al., 2006a), identification of optimal stimulation parameter settings following implantation (Butson et al., 2006b), and design of DBS electrodes customized to generate VTAs that best match the anatomical and electrical constraints of the target region (Butson and McIntyre, 2006).

The methods described in this paper require several hours to create each patient-specific model, as well as access to our supercomputing infrastructure. In an attempt to provide our technology to a broader community, we are developing a user-friendly windows-based software application to help clinicians and researchers, quickly and easily, develop their own patient-specific models of DBS (Butson et al., 2005). This software allows for interactive integration of pre-/post-operative DICOM imaging data, a 3D brain atlas, and tools to define the position/orientation of the DBS electrode in the brain volume. This anatomical model is then coupled to thousands of pre-compiled VTA predictions, allowing the user to visualize the spread of stimulation for a wide range of parameter settings (contact, impedance, voltage, pulse width, and frequency). We believe this software tool may be useful in educating clinicians on the impact of stimulation parameter manipulation, and possibly improve therapeutic outcomes by providing quantitative anatomical and electrical information useful for customizing DBS to individual patients.
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